Dear readers, dear prospective customer,
The BEWEI Bodyconcept has been successfully implemented at 180 locations for 10
years and is considered a highly profitable project. Leading hotels and ships like the
MS Europa, doctors and high-quality SPA's work with BEWEI.
The press also got to know BEWEI and reported enthusiastically:
"... for me, BEWEI is the most innovative trend product in the area of beauty and
health, which exists in Europe." Sabine Harms, Journalist at "Bild der Frau"
SHAPE, Fit for Fun, Petra, BUNTE, VOGUE, and more than 50 other magazines
have also written about us.
Currently you will find the ICON article of the Welt am Sonntag from 14.02.2016
also online: http://www.welt.de/icon/article153158368/So-werden-Sie-ganzohne- Quaelerei-schlanker.html
BEWEI is a trendy, state-of-the-art system that provides you with a younger look
and a more beautiful and slimmer figure in a relaxing manner. Unique: the
treatment is without personnel.

The special feature of BEWEI is the pleasant, chilled treatment. One lies in a
comfortable couch; just relaxing while electromagnetic waves stimulate the
metabolism. The effect is holistic, you can see the effect on the whole body and
even on the face. Everything looks much firmer and thus enormously rejuvenated.
The BEWEI concept offers a world of tranquility and beauty, which we implement in
existing institutes or as a standalone solution. BEWEI coaches train the operators on
site. In addition, high-quality promotional materials are provided and together we
are preparing a grand opening event for the launch of the BEWEI Lounge. Here we
inform the guests with an exciting lecture. This "all-round carefree package" means
that high revenues are generated from day one.

More information can be found at www.bewei.com on the Internet. In
addition, you can watch the film about the BEWEI Lounge Hamburg here:
BEWEI Lounge Hamburg

Karin Lange
Bewei-Lounge-Berlin (BLB)
info-bewei@dollos.de
Mobile: +49(0)177 260 4892

A vitality concept in the system of behavioral optimization processes. Activation
of the own internal forces by radio frequencies, in addition nutrition and
movement in balance. 3 components lead to the desired success. - Especially for
women ☺
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